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B. Electrostatic Decay Instability (EDI)-driven saturation

By intnxlucing the EDI on the SRS-driven EPW, both time and space SRS behaviour
are modified. After the early time exponential growth, the previous time stationary regime has
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ABSTRACT

The saturation of the Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) is studied by means of wave-coupling
numerical simulations. A new code (CHEOPS) has been designed in order to model these couplings, in real
1-D space, with aperiodic boundary conditions. Each wave can be represented either by a complete amplitude or
by an envelope amplitude only. The choice of the wave set to be coupled allows to investigate separately some
mechanisms relevant in long time SRS evolution. The various mechanisms which may inhibit SRS growth
are reviewed and the SRS saturation scenarios are exhibited in a homogeneous density plasma slab. The ion
dependent mechanisms appear to be the most efficient ones to saturate SRS. Their importance is strongly
bound to the electron temperature and to the ion fluctuation level at time when SRS has already grown many
e-foldings.

L INTRODUCTION

In present experiments on laser-fusion feasibility, long laser pulses create long
quasi-homogeneous plasmas and near-UV irradiation makes the corona region highly
collisional. In this context, for plasma densities closed to the critical density nc, the laser
energy absorption is mainly classical and does not give rise to any suprathermal electron
production (the critical density means the electron density beyondwhich the incident laser light
cannot penetrate). On the other hand, in the underdense plasma, several parametric
instabilities can take place. The non-linear evolution of these instabilities driving high energy
waves appear presently to be one of the main drawbacks in obtaining high fusion-fuel
compression. These instabilities are the two-plasmon decay instability (TPD) and the
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) which couple the large amplitude laser wave to an electron
plasma wave (EPW) and, to respectively, another EPW and a scattered transverse wave
(SCW). These couplings are initiated from the noise level of the daughter waves, much lower
than the laser wave amplitude, and so cause time-exponential amplification of the
daughter-wave amplitudes. When an EPW reaches a large amplitude such as to trap electrons
in its electric potential wells, a small number of electrons is strongly heated and constitute a
second electron population decoupled from the background one. These so-called suprathermal
electrons can preheat the target fuel so that they must be controlled in order to avoid a
dramatic drop of the fusion performances.

Novette-laser experiments1 have shown a strong correlation between fast electron
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energy measurements and SRS-driven SCW detection. Up to 3 % of the incident energy has
been found in the supraihermal population, on gold target with 0.53 Jim irradiation and 2 %
on the same target with 0.35 nm irradiation, for a 1015 W/cnr irradiance. Only 1 % energy
in fast electrons can drop the global fusion gain by a factor 2. The features of the fast electron
distribution depend on the phase velocity of the dominant EFW present in the plasma.
Therefore, the interaction problem, which is presently focused on SRS, is to determine the
features of the EPWs amplified by SRS, namely, to characterize their global energy and
wave number spectrum.

The linear theory of 3-wave parametric instabilities requires resonance conditions
which, for SRS, are only satisfied for electron densities ne < D1JA . Threshold conditions on
laser irradiance are also found when the wave-dampings and finite or inhomogeneous plasma
effects are taken into account. A general feature of parametric instabilities is that the growth is
reduced if the laser wave energy (called pump energy) is decreased or if the daughter-wave
dampings are increased or if the resonance area is made narrower or, more generally for the
latter, if the résonnant coupled wave are detuned.

SRS is naturally not an isolated process. Other couplings, eventually unstable, can also
be induced by the laser beam in corona regions where SRS occurs. Consequently, pump and
plasma characteristic features can be rapidly modified such that the growth conditions can be
definitely or temporarily lost. In particular, a characteristic feature of SRS instability observed
in some present day experiments is an initial growth followed by a drop of the SRS-driven
EPW level2. Such a drop has been correlated with an increase of the ion fluctuation level in
the plasma.

The SRS growth may be seen as a time-evoluting-hurdle race. If, at given conditions,
the growth time scale is lower than the hurdle ones, SRS-driyen EPWs will reach the
wave-breaking or trapping limit before any important modification. On the contrary, if the
hurdles evolute faster than SRS, the laser wave and the EPW will be modified in such a way
that SRS could be saturated sooner at a lower level. In the first case, the heated electrons will
constitute a high temperature distribution modeled by the SRS-driven EPW features whereas,
in the second case, they will form a distribution the shape of which will be the image of the
competing process struggle. Obviously, in the second case, less energy will be deposited in
electrons. But, the EPW wave-number spectrum only can provide the information regarding
whether the electrons are hotter or colder than in the first case.

The following text is divided in four sections: in section U, the SRS inhibiting
mechanisms are reviewed. In the next one, the characteristic features for the numerical
simulations of die wave couplings are described. Results and discussion are displayed in
section IV. The conclusions are summarized in the last section.

IL SRS INfflBITING MECHANISMS

The different mechanisms responsible for SRS inhibition can be conveniently ordered
as mode coupling competition through pump depletion, effective damping and wave detuning.

A. Pump depletion

Other parametric instabilities can seriously compete with SRS by causing laser energy
depletion.

In the transient regime (Le. in the instability growth phase), the important parameters of
SRS and of the competing processes to be compared with are the actual convecb've growth
rates (i.e.the growth rate of the daughter-wave maximum amplitude) where the dampings, the
finite length of plasma, the finite density gradient length and the plasma boundary conditions
are taken into account Conversely, in the asymptotic regime (Le. in the saturation phase) it is
the growth lengths which must be compared.

We will denote by y p the coupling constant of an instability, the expression of which
depends on the pump amplitude and the 3-wave coupling geometry. In the case of scatter
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C. SRS detuning

Wave-like equations for the complete amplitudes of the transverse and the longitudinal
electric fields have been chosen. Contrarily to the previous plasma, the plasma profile is



instabilities (transverse wave decay into a transverse wave and a longitudinal wave), Y0 is
maximum for backscatter geometry . In the following, we will focus our study only on
backscatter instabilities, neglecting forward and side scatter instabilities.

The so-called weak coupling regime corresponds to a WKB approximation in time and
space and is described by envelope equations. For a clamped pump energy, it is found in a
1-D plasma that an instability exists only if the plasma length exceeds a critical length given
by3:

( K2 - K1 ) / 1 + j - ( K1 + K2 )
J (K 2 -K 1 ) IV1V2I

where V 1 , denote the group velocities and K1^ the inverses of the damping scale-lengths for
the daugnter-waves. The latter express as K12 = V 1 2 /V i 2 where V j 2 denote the
daughter-wave dampings. One has to point out that'this result is valid for SRS at any density
not very closed to nJA density; indeed, at quart-critical density, the wave-number of the
SRS-driven SCW goes to zero so that the space-envelope approximation fails down. In an
infinite length plasma, the convective growth rate, denoted as Y, is given by.

When the plasma length is quite larger than the critical length, the instability growth length is
found to be of the same order of magnitude as the critical length. A non-linear calculation of
pump depletion induced by 3-wave coupling indicates that the scale length to observe pump
depletion is also the critical length 4.

The major instability which can compete SRS over the whole [ 0 , nJ4 ] density range
is the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) which couples the incident laser wave to a SCW
and to an ion-acoustic wave (LAW). In Fig. 1, the growth rates in an infinite length plasma
and the critical growth lengths are displayed for both back-scatter instabilities for the typical
parameters used all along this paper and which are given in Sec. IH The dominant instability
is the one which has the largest growth rate in the transient regime and the smallest growth
length in the asymptotic regime. Fig. 1 shows that SRS is the strongest one for densities
larger than 0.1 nc. In lower density plasmas, the Landau effect strongly damps the EPW; the
SRS growth rate becomes then much lower than Yn whereas the pump depletion length is
highly increased. In this density area, S8S may be the dominant instability and SRS can be
reduced by the SBS-induced pump depletion, for the typical electron temperature of 2 keV
chosen herein 5.

A special attention must be focused on SBS for which WKB assumptions may be
incorrect whenever the so-called strong regime coupling prevails. This regime is reached
when the condition Y » min((û12) is fullfilled. As the IAW frequency is always very small
compared to the pump frequency, this regime is easily reached. With a no-damping
assumption, the boundary between the two regimes correspond to a laser irradiance I0
(W/cm2) satisfying:

I0X* -1 .7 1016

with X0 the laser wave-length dun), Tc the electron temperature (keV) and m^ the respective
masses for electrons and ions (assumed singly ionized). As a matter of fact, the conditions
chosen herein are typically along this boundary. In the strong coupling regime, the complete
theory whithout any time-WKB approximation has to be used in order to calculate correctly
the growth rate and the pump depletion length.
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As this stage, let us point that the shortest pump depletion length does not provide
necessarily the dominant instability in the asymptotic regime. Indeed, with assumptions of
SRS growth rate and growth length larger than the SBS ones, the SRS time evolution is not
monotonie: the SRS growth and the subsequent pump depletion induced by SRS are followed
by a SRS drop caused by SBS-induced pump depletion. Regarding the existence of another
limiting mechanism, one can expect that during the SRS growth phase, the SRS growth is
stopped whenever the EPW level exceeds the threshold value corresponding to the onset of
this limiting mechanism. Then, the subsequent SRS behaviour is well modified before SBS
can piay any role by pump depletion. Therefore, we can infer clear conclusions regarding the
SRS-SBS competition if both growth rate and growth length comparison lead, independently,
in their respective regime (transient and asymptotic) to the SBS as the dominant mechanism.
In this case, the SRS behaviour is monotonie. In the other cases, in particular if SBS

-dominates SRS only spatially, we must be wise before drawing any conclusion on the
SRS-SBS competition.

0.05 0.10 O.IS 0.X
PUSH* DENSITY n,/n.

0.3S 0 . » 0.10 0 . » e.ss

BACK-SRS BACK-SBS

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.30
PUS)U XNS)TY n,/n.

0.35 0.09 0.10 O.IS 0.»
PUSMA OQiSItY nt/nt
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FigJ: (a) Conveaive time-growth in an infinite plasma length and (b) growth length for Raman
and Brittouin back-modes versus electron density. Jn (a), the upper curves correspond to
the no-damping case. No collisionat damping is taken into account. The conditions
chosen are: electron température Tt • 2 keV, ion to electron mass and temperature ratios
respectively mJmt « 1836 and TfT, * 0.01, ion charge number Z «7,
laser irradiance I0X0* - 2J015 WJm?lew?
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D. Modulations! instability (MD and collapse

At initial time, the average level of the ion fluctuations Sn /̂n, is 10"7 and the average
level of the electric field is 10"' in E unit A constant irradiance 5.1O14 W.jim2/cm2 is used.
The time evolution of the transverse, the longitudinal electric fields and the ion flue



B. Damping increase

The EPW and SCW effective dampings can be both modified.

Regarding first the SCW, wave-wave coupling only could increase the damping by
means of unstable re-scattering on EPW growing from noise or stable scatter on the
SRS-driven EPW. In the first case, the SRS-driven SCW is used as a pump for a new SRS
coupling. By this way, a cascade of SRS processes might occur, each one driving a new
EPW, as shown below:

EPW

Fig. 2

The resonance conditions impose a necessary condition to m* order SRS to exist:

A first re-scatter could therefore ocur only below njne • 1/9. As this process is the same as
the first SRS, the original SRS could not be strongly affected by these secondary decays
unless the SRS-driven SCW reaches an amplitude comparable to the pump one. The time
scale of the influence of secondary SRS would thus be the laser pump depletion time. Such a
multiple re-scattering apparently has not been observed as far as back-SRS is concerned. A
theoretical explanation regarding the absence of such a re-scattering in the long term behaviour
is that the original back-scattered wave is only marginally unstable, since it develops on a
characteristic length 'which is of the same order as the critical length for the secondary
process. To the contrary, such a multiple scattering has been observed for the forward
scattering 6.

The stable scatter can occur at all densities below 0.25 n.. It gives emission at G)0+
fireauency ((Hr1-. denote the angular frequency for, respectively, the incident laser wave
the'EPW). 1^

Regarding now the EPW, both wave-wave and wave-particle couplings can occur

(i) Wave-particle coupling may involve highly non-linear mechanisms, such as wave-breaking
and electron trapping. Both can occur for large amplitude EPW and they result in a
suprathermal electron population. Wave-particle coupling may also involve the usual Landau
damping; in the case where it is another heating instability such as TPD which generates
suprathermal electrons. SRS can strongly be Landau damped. The condition for onset of
election trapping reads ':

with vTr the trapping velocity, v* the EPW phase-velocity, Vj. the electron thermal velocity
and a a constant of the order of 3. E denotes the electric field amplitude of the EPW, k_ the
EPW wave-number, e and me respectively the election charge and the electron mass. As loon
as the trapping condition is reached by a growing BPW, the growth is stopped and most part
of the electric energy is transferred to the trapped electrons. The above condition can be
rewritten in terms of the electric field amplitude:
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or in electron density modulation:

For the back-SRS driven EPW, in a 0.2 ncdensity-2 keV temperature plasma, it is found that
the latter condition corresponds to an electron density modulation of the order of 14 %.

(ii) Wave-wave couplings can involve various mechanisms. A first one is a parametric
instability, the electrostatic decay instability (EDI), which couples the SRS-driven EPW to an
IAW and another EPW 8. The main feature of this decay is the smaller wave-number of the
secondary EPW compared to the pump EPW. Accordingly, the phase velocity is increased
Thus this process tends to create an EPW less damped than the original EPW. As this EDI can
repeat on the secondary EPW, a cascade of EDI's can be achieved creating a set of smaller
and smaller wave-numbers. The EDI is released as soon as its collisional threshold is reached.
Due to the low group velocity of both IAW and EPW, the critical growth length of the EDI is
negligable as compared with the usual plasma lengths. Its growth rate is simply given by the
infinite plasma case.

A second instability, the modulational instability (MI), occurs for large amplitude EPW
such that °:

where v denotes the electron quiver velocity in the EPW electric field and Xn6 the electron
Debye length. Once the threshold exceeded, the MI enlarges rapidly k_ ana gives rise to
regular energetic caviton structures which collapse to points where originally the amplitude
was maximum. The typical phase velocity of such pattern is very low, closed to vJe. A strong
coupling with electrons results then via Landau effect and the electric field is rapidly damped

A third process can also influence the EPW growth: the EPW can scatter off the IAWs
resulting in an increase of the EPW effective damping 9.

C Detuning

Detuning can be considered as steady- state or dynamic:

il Steadv-state denininp

Direct detuning of the coupled waves can be induced by a relativistic effect. Indeed
when the electron quiver velocity v in the EPW electric field becomes relativistic, the plasma
frequency o . is reduced according to:

where c denotes the light velocity in vaccuum. The resonance conditions are consequently
lost This is the main EPW-saturation mechanism in beat-wave experiments. In laser-fusion
ones, vJc exceeds rarely 0.1 and therefore this effect can be neglected

The narrowing of the 3-wave resonance area can be induced either by a local profile
steepening due to a strong ponderomotive effect, especially by EPWs created by other
instabilities such as TPD, or by a density modulation provided by IAWs created either by



SBS or by sound turbulence induced by other instabilities. Depending on the stochastic nature
or the monochromatic character of she IAWs, different results are analytically obtained
regarding the SRS growth.

In the case of a turbulent IAW, the problem of the SRS growth is equivalent to the
problem of the growth in an unperturbed plasma but driven by a time-stochastic laser pump
(in amplitude or in phase). The growth rate is known to be reduced according to l 0 :

7 7°ACO

where Aw represents the equivalent frequency bandwidth. AM is expressed as: Aw = cjl ,
where c is the sound velocity and 1 the correlation length of the IAW pattern. In the above
expression, the damping effects are neglected and Au has to be much larger than Yo- When
the dampings are taken into account, a large Aco bandwidth may result eventually in a total
suppression of SRS.

In the case of only a monochromatic IAW, the usual EPW wave-number k- is coupled
to a discrete spectrum of modes with numbers k « k_+ n k,, where Ic1 denotes the IAW
wave-number and n an integer. If many of these modes can exist, i.e. ii no strong damping
exists on modes up to n • 5, t strong localization of the EPW occurs which results in a
decrease of the SRS growth rate. This problem with no time variation of the density
modulation and with an undxiven EPW has been analysed in u .

ii) Dynamic detuning:

A very efficient stabilizing mechanism has been pointed out12 if, moreover, the IAW is
driven by SBS; the time variation of the density modulation Sn can induce SRS stabilization if
approximately:

dACD 2

The density modulation shifts the EPW frequency by the amountï3:

Aû>

so that the detuning condition for back-SRS reads:

where Y8n denotes the characteristic growth rate of the density modulation Sn and F a function
the values of which are given in Fig. 3, for various initial modulation amplitudes. In the
above result, the electron temperature is assumed to be small enough for neglecting the
Landau damping at any density. Fig. 3 shows that the higher the initial on level, the lower the
Sn growth rate needed for SRS detuning.

As a final remark, we may also say that SBS can strongly modify SRS. As written
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above, the electric field is localized by the (Ie + nk,) wave-number modes. This localization
initiates more easily the EPW collapse. This collapse has received the name of SBS-nudeated
collapse l2.

0 0.020.040.060.0BO. 100.120.140.160.180.200.220.24
PLASMA DENSITY nt/nt

Fiz- 3: Function F (see definition in text) as a function of the electron density. The initial levels
(SnIn)0 of the ion modulation are written on the corresponding curves.

m. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OFWAVE COUPLING

The plasma is considered as a one-dimensional medium, involving two different fluids,
an electron one and an ion one. Only both back- and forward-modes can be driven. Neither
TPD nor side-scatter are allowed. In the computation of the wave-dampings, we use the
Landau expressions in which Maxwellian distributions are assumed. No panicle kinetics are
introduced; thus, neither electron trapping nor wave-breaking can be simulated. Moreover, we
ignore the expansion of the plasma.

No sound turbulence source has been introduced in the simulations présente •" here.
Quiver velocities are assumed to be no relativistic.

As explained in Sec. H, the remaining processes in such computer conditions are:
. back and forward SRS
. back S8S (if released, forward SBS has a very weak growth rate)
.EOI
.MI

as (instables processes and
.scatter on EPW
.scatter on IAW

as stables processes.

A code (CHEOPS) has been designed to solve a system of coupled partial derivative
equations like:
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In Fig. 9, an example for SBS-nudeated collapse is given for a 2.1015 W.jtm2/cm2

—_iiance. By choosing lighter ions, m/n^ «400, and a large ion fluctuation level
5n Vn: = 10"2 at t « 1000 (O0

-1, SBS played a greater role on SRS than in the previous
results. At early times in the numerical computation, one can observe that the electric field

irradiance.



( P + v + N L ) A - S

each one representing one wave amplitude A. P denotes a propagation term, v a damping
term, NL a term containing various non-linearities of the wave A and S a source term
containing the wave-coupling with the other waves. All the equations have been inferred
from fluid theory.

The P-term depend on the A-ampIitude features (we shall denote by x the space
variable):
. P=(3t

2, 3X
2) is used for the complete amplitude ( usual amplitude + phase). The

corresponding equation is then a wave-like equation where A is a real quantity.
. P=(3,, BJ2) corresponds to a time-envelope amplitude A. The wave frequency (O must be
chosen . The corresponding equation is a schrôdinger-like equation where A is a complex
quantity. This equation is valid only if the condition dA/dt « coA is fullfllled.
. P=(O1, Bx) is associated to a time-space envelope approximation. The frequency co and the
wave- number k must be chosen. The equation is now an advection-like equation where A is
a complex quantity. This equation is valid with the previous condition and with the extra
assumption dA/c» « kA.

The damping term v includes collisionnal effect for all the waves and Landau effect for
the longitudinal waver. This last effect is represented by a fit of the actual Landau effea
obtained from numerical solutions of the idneQc theory.

The non-linearity tens NL may take various forms depending on the P-term. Generally,
it involves the lowest term IAI 2. The correct modelling of the IAW non-linearities for
wave-like equations are now in progress. In the simulations presented in this paper, no
non-linearities have been introduced.

We have performed various simulations with conditions which reproduce typical
conditions of actual experiments: the plasma is homogeneous with an electron density
nt/Tie*02. The plasma slab length is 1AO»2O. The electron temperature T, is 2 keV (the
thermal velocity is vTt/c=O.062). Ions are assumed to be singly ionized with a temperature
Tj*O.02 keV and a mass 10*1836 mc. A constant monochromatic laser irradiance has been
kept all along the simulations on one side of the simulation box. We have chosen
L X 2 ^ l O 1 5 W.fini2/cm2 (quiver velocity ^ = 0 . 0 3 8 ) with a wave-length X0^l Hm such i s

s play a neglectable role One simulation only has been performed with0 f / (q y ^ ) g 0 H s
the collisions play a neglectable role. One simulation only has been performed with
IA0

2«5.101 4 W.jimVcm2 in order to slow down the various processes involved in the
simulation. It will be indicated later.

IV. RESULTS

Before presenting the different results, one can review the physical mechanisms which
are kept or rejected by the various P-term kinds.

A (9t.dx) operator allows one to separate easily the back-mode scatter from the forward
one. However, we need one equation per (co,k) couple that we intend to couple to the general
system. For example, one needs 7 equations to study the time evolution of both back and
forward-SRS and back SBS. If moreover we want to couple each EPW to a new EPW via the
EDI, one must add four other equations leading to a difficult system to investigate.
Furthermore, each wave keeps the same wave number (initial assumption). The space
variation of the envelope amplitude needs Ak«k and then cannot represent an instability
susch as the modulational instability and detuning effects. So all the SBS effects induced on
SRS cannot be modeled. Likewise, the strongly inhomogeneous plasmas where
wave-number can change significantly (>50 %) cannot be simulated.

For these reasons, a dx
2 operator is needed. With a (dt,dx

2) operator, each wave
amplitude must vary slowly in time such that dt A « ©A. This condition is not generally
fuUfilled for IAW. The IAw frequency is so small than some instability growth rate can
exceed to, leading to the so-called strong coupling regime.
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With a complete operator (3,2^x
2), the above difficulties are removed. The only

physical limits which remain come from the first assumption of this work:
- the strong non-linearities not taken into account
• the plasma self-heating ignored

Four sub-parts follow regarding the different scenarios of SRS behaviour obtained by
limiting the physics involved in the simulations to a sub-set of processes reviewed in Sec. IL
We present successively : (A) a pump depletion saturation case, (B) a EDI-driven saturation
case, (C) a detuning case and (D) a Mi-driven saturation case.

For (A) and (B)1 time-space envelope amplitudes are used with the system I:

laserwave

V j .
( 3, + y n, - Ic0 dx ) E 8 = - j n , E0 On1 back-SBS driven SCW

( 3 , + y - ^ - — 3 » ) E R « - J - k p E 0 E * back SRS driven SCW

v

v* v£ k. i VnT , j
(3, + y + 3 — Bx ) E P - j — Ic0E0ER [ - 7 n, Ep'5a(' ] back-SRS drivenEPW

0V " R
vf i Z". k i »

O t + y + c t 3 x ) 8 n , « - - y - | j j - J-Eo2B back-SBS driven IAW

v* v2 k' *
3 ^ S d ) E 1 y ^ E 6 " EDI-drivenEPW

EDI-drivenlAW

where the following reduced units have been chosen :

0"
1, M=CAa0, [V]-C, [nj -n c , [W1V]=(O0,

V^ denote respectively the electron and ion collisionnal dampings. When a "v+" appears, it
means that the damping term contains both Landau and collisionnal dampings. Ic0 R denote Ae
wave-numbers for the laser-wave and the back-SBS driven SCW and k'_ the wave-number of
the EDI-driven EPW. tup , co' are the angular frequencies for respectively the back-SRS
driven SCW and EPW artd tile EDI-driven EPW. c f is the ion acoustic velocity. The
amplitude E represents only the first pari of the complete amplitude; thus, one has for each
wave:

(complete amplitude) « 1/2 E (or 5n) exp( i(cot-kx) ) + C C

The whole set has been used in the case (B) whereas only the five first equations have
been used in the case (A)-in thelatterset, the expression in [ ] has been removed

23 . 24

V. CONCLUSION

' relimin stud of the scenarios of com etin
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In the cases (C) and (D), the complete amplitudes are simulated with the system II:

transverse field

longitudinal field

son flucniations

In the case (C), only the two first equations have been kept

A. Pump depletion

Fig. 4-a shows the amplitudes of the laser wave, the SRS-driven SCW and EPW inside
the simulation box. The laser light enters the box by the left boundary. The plasma itself
extends from 50 to 150 c/coo. On each side of the plasma, a vacuum space has been added to
observe the transverse energy transfer from plasma to vacuum. This explains the amplitude
discontinuity for transverse waves on the left side of the plasma. '

In Fig.4-b, the time evolution of the laser energy transmission through the plasma and
the back-SRS light energy are shown at time t • O when the laser light enters the simulation
box. Two regimes appear: exponential growth and stationary stale beyond t * 1000 CQ0'

1 with
34 % of the incident energy in back light The SBS pictures (not displayed herein) show that
SBS is much slower than SRS what agrees with the Yo and I6 pictures in Fig. 1. Here SBS is
saturated by pump depletion induced by SRS. Only 0.1 % of the incident laser energy is
found in the back-SBS driven SCW. A simulation of SBS alone gives 90 % in back-scatter
energy but much later, namely beyond 18000 CO0*

1. The pump depletion is clearly seen on
Fig. 4-a on a scale length 1 = 10 c/coo which is about the growth length value shown in
Fig. 1-b.

25
24 4. C.L.Tang,J.Appl.Phys.2L2945(1966)

5- M. Casanova, D. Pesme, Poster Cl 1, Anomalous Absorption Conference, Lake Tahoe
City, CA, (May 17-22 1987)
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Fig. 4: (a) Snapshots of the waves coupled by Raman instability in an envelope amplitude
simulation, (b) Time evolution of the laser flux transmitted through the plasma and the
back-scattered flux referred to the incident laser one. The time behaviour of the electron
plasma wave maximum is also shown, referred to the incident laser electric field Eg. The
simulation conditions are: nJn.*02. l/Xn~2Q, Tt • 2 keV, mJm4 - JS36 ,

iyr, > am, z - 1 . l^'ijv^.iuficnfiu^o'ims).



The saturation level of back-SRS and SBS is easily found from the equation set I with
d.=0. The Fig. 5-a gives the ratio of the electric field level for the back-SRS driven SCW and
HPW over the laser electric field E0; it also gives the ratio of the back-scattered energy over
the incident one, in the case where the plasma is assumed to have an infinite length. Our
measured values agree with the theoretical predictions. We have estimated very simply the
time needed to reach the stationnary regime (or saturation regime), by assuming the SRS
growth rate equal to the convective growth rate in an infinite length plasma. These times are
displayed in Fig. 5-b for various initial time levels for SRS and SBS. As seen by simulations,
SBS is not here a competing process. SBS needs a long time to saturate and its growth length
is closed to the SRS one.

o O.B O.IO o.is o.so caso o.» o.io o.is o.» o.

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.X
PUStIA DEMSITY nt/n.

O.CB 0.10 CIS 0.20
PUSHA KNSlTY n,/i>.

Fig. 5: Theoretical predictions of (a) the maximal amplitudes of the Raman daughter waves and
the back-scatteredflux in a steady-state regime induced by laser pump depletion and (b)
the time necessary to reach this latter regime for Raman and Brillouin back-modes. In
(a), the levels refer to the incident laser electric field whereas the back-tight flux refers to
the incident laser flux. In (b), the initial levels of the back-Raman driven plasma wave
and the back-Briilouin driven sound wave refer to the laser electric field amplitude EQ.
From top to bottom, their values are IQ"5, Iff4, MT3 and IQ'2. The simulation
conditions are: T, - 2 keV, mjm, - 1S36. TfT9 « 0.01. ZmJ, I0X0

2 m 2âV5

W.(M2/cm,2 (U. E0 m 0.038).
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B. Electrostatic Decay Instability (EDI)-driven saturation

By introducing the EDI on the SRS-driven EPW, both time and space SRS behaviour
are modified. After the early time exponential growth, the previous time stationary regime has
been replaced by a chaodc one as shown in Fig. 6-b. No average pump depletion is observed;
nevertheless, the SRS-driven SCW is saturated; the average back-energy is about 10% of the
incident energy. The saturation time is around 1000 (OQ"1 closed to the pump depletion
saturation time. EDI appears here clearly as a stronger mechanism to saturate SRS than pump
depletion. This has been already claimed by S. Karttunen and al.14. The space pictures in Fig.
6-a also show a chaotic pattern for all the waves.

1.0 10

o x « « n in a
x IcZu0)

LASERWAVE

iio 0 X « 40 K 100 IX 1« 140

x (c/u0)

BACK-SCATTERED WAVE

t.o to

0 3D « 40 m 100 IX 1« MO

x IcZo0)

ELECTRONPLASMAWAVE

Fig. 6: (a) Space-time evolution of the waves coupled by Raman Instability in an envelope
simulation where the electrostatic decay instability is released.
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BACK-SCATTERED WAVE

0 Î . 10* 4. 10* 4. 10* t. 10* 1.0 tO*

10*

ELECTRON PLASMA WAVE

(b) Time evolution of the laser flux transmitted through the plasma and the
back'scatteredflux referred to the incident laser flux. The time behaviour cfthe electron
plasma wave maximum is shown, referred to the incident electric field E0.
The simulation conditions are: nlnc-02 , VkrfTO, Tt*2 UV, mJm. « 1836.
T{tt '0.01,2*1,J0X0

2 - 2 J V 5 WiUR2IcWf(U.E0 > 0.038).
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C. SRS detuning

Wave-like equations for the complete amplitudes of the transverse and the longitudinal
electric fields have been chosen. Contrarily to the previous plasma, the plasma profile is
assumed to be modulated at the initial time. A sinusoidal modulation has been added to the
background density. Its amplitude has been kept constant along the plasma and during the
simulation time with a value 6n/n=0.05 . Its wave number, denoted by Ic5 , corresponds
exactly to the wave-number of the back-SB S driven IAW is a 0.2 nc density plasma :
ks = 1.79 G)0A:.

The effect of the extra-modes with (lc+nk,) wave-numbers on the EPW peak
localization is clearly observed in Fig. 7-a where two different temperatures have been
chosen. For the first one, namely T. • 2 keV, the Landau damping becomes large
(kJij) = 0.4) for n = 1. In this case, the kp and k_-k,. wave-number modes only are not
Landau damped The space aspect of the driven EPW is not really different from the EPW
with only one IL, wave-number. On the contrary, with the the second temperature, namely
T - 0.04 ke V, die Landau damping is important only beyond n = 10. This lot of modes can
localize very efficiently the electric field as shown in Fig. 7-a. Since the space pattern does not
look like the k_-like one, the growth rate is largely reduced. Fig. 7-b shows the time evolution
of the maximum amplitude of the longitudinal electric field along the box. For Tc*2 keV, two
growth areas with different slopes are observed. The sooner one is due to forward-SRS, the
later one to back-SRS. The back-SRS growth rate value is 4.1O-3, a bit-smaller than 5. IQ"3

value for pure-SRS. With the temperature Te=0.04 keV, the growth rate is only about 10'3.
The presence of many longitudinal modes drive energy from the original SRS-driven k_
mode. The growth is weakened, as expected.

Therefore, we can notice that only a 5 % constant density modulation can divide the
SRS growth rate by a factor 5, provided the electron temperature is sufficiently low. It is even
truer for rapidly time-varying J~~~ ->--»—«-- «—•!-»-«- - -» -•- -»-—-• - i — ' —
as discussed in Sec. ÏÏ-G A
in a complete simulation where the ion fluctuations can change by c _ _r „ _
by means of the whole of equation set U. If the IAWs are driven by SBS and if detuning is
not complete as observed in Fig. 7-b, the growing localized structure pumped by SRS can
rapidly saturate by onset of the MI. This is precisely the mechanism which initiates
SBS-nucleated collapse.

Time: 3000 W0-
1

0 20 « «0 80 in 120 1« IeO ISO 200
X te/u, I

20 « 60 83 100 1» 1« 160 180 200

X

Fig. 7: (a) Snapshots if the longitudinal electric field for two différait electron temperatures:
2 keV(leftmost picture) and0.04 keV (rightmost picture).



the growth rate and the pump depletion length.
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(b) time evolution of the maximum amplitude of the longitudinal electric field referred
to the incident laser electric field EQ ,for two different electron temperatures: 2 keV
(top) and 0.04 keV (bottom).
The plasma density is n,*02 n. with a super-imposed time-constant modulation:
SnIn m 0.05. The other conditions are : UXfIGQ, I0X0

2 > 2JO15WiUn2ICm2 (U.
E0M 0.038).
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D. Modulations instability (MI) and collapse

At initial time, the average level of the ion fluctuations SnVn- is 10'7 and the average
level of the electric field is 10"' in E unit A constant irradiance 5.1014 W.|itn2/cm2 is used.
The time evolution of the transverse, the longitudinal electric fields and the ion fluctuations
can be seen on some snapshots in Fig. 8-a which represent typical aspects of the various
phases of the SRS behaviour. With our present conditions, SBS is too weak to compete with
SRS via laser energy or via detuning as mentionned above. At the beginning of the
simulation, SRS develops as if it were alone. Back-SRS and SBS drive respectively an EPW
with wave-number 1.21 C/CÙQ and an IAW with wave-number k«1.79 CO0Zc (snapshot t •
4500 Cu0

-1 in Fig. 8-a). The dominant source term in the longitudinal electric field and the
IAW equations is given by the ponderomotive force of the transverse field. The growth of the
SRS-dnven EPW drives an EPW ponderomotive force which rapidly dominates the
transverse force. To the SBS-driven IAW background, a larger amplitude modulation is
added in the area where the EPW amplitude is the largest as one can observe it at time. 5400
(ùfl. Rapidly, this new kind of ion fluctuations counter act on EPW through the development
of the MI. The EPW steepens and very sharp peaks of intense electric energy are created.
These peaks are not long-living since Landau effect bums this pattern as soon as the
characteristic wave-number reaches the value k_ » Xp6'

1. This burning-out has begun in the
middle of the plasma in the 5700 Cu0*

1 time snapshot; in this region, the ion fluctuations reach
a very large level, i.e. 80 % of the background density at peak. This evolution is extended to
the whole plasma reducing the average level of the longitudinal electric energy by a factor 100
compared to the one reached just before the MI onset (snapshot t = 8400 (O0'

1). A high level
of these fluctuations remains, however, for a long time since ion fluctuations are only slowly
damped. These fluctuations prohibit SRS recurrence until convection and damping play a role
on these waves.

The time evolution of the laser transmitted energy through the plasma in Fig. 8-b shows
a beginning of pump depletion around time 6000 CÛQ . Both MI and pump depletion appear
to saturate EPW. The dominant mechanism can be easily determined by the next times. The
electric field drops caused by MI and Landau joint effects. Pump depletion would have
instead kept a constant electric field level. Fig. 8-b and the 3-D views of Fig. 8-c show that
the longitudinal field drop is correlated with the ion fluctuation enhancement This is precisely
what the Canadian experiment in 2 has revealed and the Los Alamos simulations 12 have
obtained. Such a phenomena has been equally reproduced by PIC simulation 1S though no
caviton has been clearly detected. Here, the observed phenomena for SRS saturation is
self-collapse. The electric field can reach a high level before collapse occurs since SBS plays
no role.
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î : fa; Snapshots of the transverse and the longitudinal electric fields and the ion fluctuations
at four different times.



t »-»~ m o v e e ^ " I * 0 y y s created by other
instabilities such as TPD, or by a density modulation provided by IAWs created either by

O 2. 10* 4. 1IT *. \lf I . 10* 1.010*

O 2. IIT 4. Vf *. KT •. 10* t.O 10'

O Î . 10* «. Vf «. lrf 8. V? t.O 10*

Time(u\,-1)

(b) Time evolution of the transverse energy flux transmitted through the plasma (referred
to the incident flux), of the maximum amplitude of the longitudinal electric fleld
(referred to the laser electric field EQ) and of the maximum amplitude of the ion
fluctuations (referred to the background density).
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As a final remark, we may also say that S8S can strongly modify SRS. As wrinen
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fluctuations in the plasma. Linear scale is used for amplitudes.
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In Fig. 9, an example for SBS-nudeated collapse is given for a 2.1015 W.|im2/cm2

irradiance. By choosing lighter ions, mj/me «400, and a large ion fluctuation level
Sn1AiJ « 10"2 at t « 1000 (U0"

1, SBS played a greater role on SRS than in the previous
results. At early times in the numerical computation, one can observe that the electric field
looks like a peak pattern at low level (max EJE0=0.25) whereas the ion fluctuation amplitude
is already 80 % of the plasma background aensity. Depending on the ion fluctuation level
which exists when SRS is in its growth phase, SBS-driven collapse or self-collapse are two
possible options. Both cases give back-scatter light bursts and only the energy amoum in the
bursts differs. EDI does not play here a large role. Clearly the typical wave number has never
been seen going down. Maybe, the EDI makes easier the EPW collapse but the major role is
played by Ae ML

The MI onset needs the SRS-driven EPW to exceed a threshold. The time necessary to
reach this level is given as a function of the plasma density and the initial level of EPW in Fig.
10. We have assumed that the SRS growth rate was the convective growth rate in infinite
length plasma as for the pump depletion time. This simple model is far to reproduce the
complex reality but it gives an estimation of the Mi-driving time compared with the pump
depletion time.
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• c cqucncy is so sma an some insta i ity grow rate can
exceed a>, leading to the so-called strong coupling regime.
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and HT2. These levels refer to the laser electric field amplitude E0 (here, E0 • 0.038).
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Fig. U: Back-Raman saturation time for saturation induced by electron trapping versus the
electron density, wfrt: Te*2 keV, I0X0

2 - 2.1O15 W.fuP/cm2. The initial level
of the back-Rarm-driven plasma wave is, from top to bottom, ItT5, JO4, ICT3 and
Iff2. These levels refer to the laser electric field amplitude E0 (here EQ - 0.038).



been used in the case (A) - in the latter set, the expression in [ ] has been removed.
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V. CONCLUSION

This preliminary study of the scenarios of competing SRS-saturation processes gives
great importance to modulational instability (MI) and subsequent collapse. Therefore, the SRS
behaviour understanding needs a complete space description without any envelope
approximation.

The large influence of the fluctuation level is shown. This effect is enhanced in real
experiments where both time varying irradiance and plasma density inhomogeneity have to be
taken into account Since the SBS-onset threshold is lower than the SRS threshold, ion
fluctuations can have many e-foldings before the laser irradiance exceeds the SRS threshold
especially when the ion and the electron temperature are very different what leads to weak
IAW damping. Thus SRS can be significantly detuned and, even if a slight SRS growth can
take place, a SBS-nucleated collapse would suppress SRS very rapidly at a low level.

The electron bulk temperature determines largely the SBS efficiency for EPW
localization. We have noticed that an electron temperature increase suppresses the effect of a
steady-state density modulation on SRS. The SRS growth rate is expected to be largely
reduced if a lot of plasma modes, say five, are driven. This requires a condition on the
electron temperature which reads as a function of the electron density:
T e ( k e V ) < 0 . 5 7 / ( l / n e - l )

The results presented herein coming from hydrodynamic theory are limited by the
absence of the kinetic effects. The saturation times discussed here should actually be
compared with the time required by the SRS-driyen EPW to trap electrons from the cold
electron, bulk. According to the same assumptions as the ones made for the previous
saturation times, the trapping time is displayed in Fig. 11 as a function of the electron density.
For electron densities closed to nJA, density, this time is comparable to the one corresponding
to MI. Hydrodynamic processes can also play a significant role before electron heating
occurs. By MI onset, the EPW phase velocity is shifted down to low values. Smaller
suprathermal temperatures are expected regarding to the temperature obtained by direct
trapping on the original SRS-driven EPW. PIC simulations give such results15'17. For lower
densities, the trapping condition is more easily fuUfilled and the trapping time may be smaller
than the Mi-induced saturation time. Thus, for lower densities, the kinetic effects may
invalidate the pure-hydrodynamic results. The point at issue is to compare the more probable
fluid-like saturation process which seems to be MI to the trapping effect It will be solved by
another kind of coupling: a PIC code - fluid code coupling.

, Very high ion fluctuation levels have been found exceeding 50 %. These unrealistic
levels are due to the absence of two phenomenas: firstly, the loss of quasi- neutrality in ion
fluctuations and, secondly, the ion non linearities in ion momentum conservation. These new
physical data and the plasma density inhomogeneity will be the special points we tackle with
in next future.
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